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Parallel Computing Distributed Computing

Many operations are performed 

simultaneously
System components are located at different locations

Single computer is required Uses multiple computers

Multiple processors perform multiple operations Multiple computers perform multiple operations

It may have shared or distributed memory It have only distributed memory

Processors communicate with each other 

through bus

Computer communicate with each other through 

message passing.

Improves the system performance
Improves system scalability, fault tolerance and 

resource sharing capabilities
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data is scattered throughout a set 
of machines that perform the 
training loops in all of them either
synchronously or asynchronously

When a model is so big that
it doesn't fit in the memory of a 
single device (heard about GPT-3 
?), it is possible to divide it into
different parts, distribute them
across multiple machines and train
each one of them independently
using the same data
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Distributed (data parallel) learning 

aims at training a single model on 

multiple servers

• a common assumption is that the 

local datasets are independent 

and identically distributed 

• roughly have the same size

With Federated learning the 

datasets are typically heterogeneous 

and their sizes vary

Actors involved in federated learning 

may be unreliable as they are 

subject to more failures or drop
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Network Manager
SERVERMPI

…

MPI

MPI

Client 1

Client n

Topology

send

receive

send

receive

send
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@ray.remote

@ray.remote

@ray.remote
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Node handles

ActorHandle: server

ActorHandle: client1

ActorHandle: client2

ActorHandle: clientN

…

build(…): initializes network 
and gets nodes handles

forward(msg): redirects 
messages to ids (if neigh)
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